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Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents!
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Saivadoran guerrillas are not fighting to give up military victory for a "political solution" with the junta.
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Two "free world" pseudo-elections in

Central America last month backfired
in the face of their American sponsors,
marking a turning point in the radicali
zation of the guerrilla struggles in the
isthmus. In Guatemala General Anibal
Guevara ballot-stuffed his way to the
presidency March 7 only to be uncere
moniously deposed two weeks later in a
coup led by General Efrain Rios Montt,
a "born again" religious nut who says
god told him to do it. In El Salvador,

where the State Department had hoped
to lend a little democratic luster to the
U.S.' puppet junta, ex-Major Roberto
D'Aubuisson, labeled a "pathological
killer" by the last American ambassa
dor, emerged as the man most likely
to forge an ultra·right~st COR litian
government.

Faced with threats of U.S. interven
tion, the Salvadoran guerrillas, Nicara
guan Sandinistas and Cuban Stalinists
have been trying to buy a little peaceful

coexistence from Reagan and Haig. But
Central America is on the front line of
the U.S. imperialists' Cold War offen
sive against the Soviet bloc. General
Haig has proclaimed that the Salvador
an insurgency is '''a global problem'
originating in Moscow" (Washington
Post, 14 March). And if the perspective
of a negotiated "political solution" to EI
Salvador's civil war and Sandinista
State Department detente was a treach
erous illusion before, now it has become

a naked call for suicide by the leftist
forces. The lurch to the right as a result
of the March elections poses pointblank
the real alternatives in Central America:
social revolution throughout the region
or a peace of the graveyards.

"Tropicai Fascism"

In El Salvador last month Roberto
("Major Blowtorch") D'Aubuisson
tried a novel twist on the common Latin

continued on page 4

American Imllotence Bared

War Over the Falklands?
ADAPTED FROM

SPARTACIST BRITAIN
NO. 41. APRIL 1982

If it had happened one day earlier,
many people hearing the news would
have thought that it was just an April
Fool's Day joke. Argentina has in
vaded the British colony of the
Falkland Islands and now Britain is
dispatching a fleet of 40-odd ships
halfway around the world to salvage
its tattered imperialist pride and
maybe try to seize the islands back.
"It's War!" screams the banner head
line in the Sun. Hastily scrawled

blackboard messages at London tube
and rail stations call on the Third
Parachute Regiment, butchers of
Derry's Bloody Sunday, to report for
duty immediately. An unholy parlia
mentary alliance of the Labour Party
and Tory backwoodsmen bays for
Argentine blood. The xenophobic
hysteria is real and dangerous but
ought to take the prize as an example
of capitalist irrationality.

Viewed from the White House it
must seem positively sacrilegious. Just
when you're trying to line up all of the
righteous nations of the "free world"
for holy war against the Soviets, they

all turn around and start to poke each
others' eyes out. The Chinese have
been sulking ever since Reagan tried to
do the decent thing and ship in a few
new modern arms to his old Kuomin
tang friends on Taiwan. Alexander
Haig wants the Arabs to see that the
Soviet Union is the biggest threat to
peace in the Middle East. But they
keep saying, "No, it's not. It's the
Zionist expansionists" (as well as
fighting among themselves). Now their
best friend in Europe and one of their
staunchest allies in Latin America are
threatening to blow each others'

continued on page 5

Re: The March 27
EI Salvador
Demonstration in
Washington, D.C.

The Main Enemy
Was the
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Spartacist-
Educational Weekend

"freedom" of South Africa where their
white skins entitle them to gorge on the
spoils of the superexploitation of
enslaved black labor.

Haymarket martyr George Engel. as
he stood to be sentenced, said: "I hate
and combat, not the individual capital
ist, but the system that gives him those
privileges. My greatest wish is working
men may recognize who are their friends
and who are their enemies."

We appeal to all those who stand by
the elementary rights of labor and
against Reagan's war drive for capital
ist "rollback" in East Europe to aid
in the restoration of the monument
to the Haymarket martyrs. Contribu
tions marked "Monument" should be
sent to the Illinois Labor History So
ciety, 20 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
Illinois 60605.•

Spartacist Internationalism:

Hail Rosa Luxemburg
Poland's Communist Tradition!

(New York. Chicago)

From EI Salvador to Detroit

Smash Reagan Reaction!
Break with the Democrats-

For Labor Action to Bring Down Reagan!

In 1886 four men in Chicago went to
the gallows because they championed
the rights of labor. A fifth died in his
cell, either driven to suicide or killed by
prison guards. Parsons, Spies, Engel,
Fischer and Lingg-they were the Hay
market martyrs. They were leaders of
the eight-hour day movement which was
sweeping the country and which gave
birth to May Day. In an attempt to
drown that movement in blood the
capitalist class, its courts and cops,
framed and legally lynched these men.
But as he stood before the hangman
with the black hood pulled over his
head, August Spies declared: "The day
will come when our silence will be more
powerful than the voices you are
throttling today."

Their martyrdom was an inspiration
to the burgeoning movement for the
self-organization and unionization of
labor. May Day, the holiday of the
international working class, has become
their memorial. On 25 June 1893, six
years after their lynching, a monument
to the martyred labor leaders was
unveiled in the Forest Home Cemetery
in Forest Park, Illinois. This monument
has often been a rallying place for May
Day demonstrations in Chicago.

Supporters of Polish Solidarnosc
chose to demonstrate their "Solidarity"
by defacing this monument in Decem
ber. In a vile anti-working-class exhibi
tion white paint was poured over the
head of the bronze statue marking the
graves of labors' martyrs and "Solidari
ty" was spray-painted across the granite
base in red. The link between the robber
baron murderers of the Haymarket
martyrs and the supporters of Poland's
CIA-backed company "union" could
not be more vividly portrayed. This act
is in keeping with Solidarnosc' worship
of Polish dictator Pilsudski, its appeal
for membership in the imperialist
bankers' International Monetary Fund,
its praise for union-busting Reagan's
America. Their brothers in Solidarnosc
flee the "tyranny" of Poland for the

POC Fund AAAlilI
Pro-Solidarnosc Vandals
Deface Haymarket Monument

WV Replies: The sniveling self
centered spirit of your letter shows
that indeed we understood your
gesture.

Comradely,
B.M.

Toni Randell

I inquired of CC member Foster
when the alleged "walkout" trans
pired. He said "after the Internation
ale was sung." Those who attended
the California meeting will recall that
after the Internationale was sung,
everyone was invited to stay to
socialize. Anyone familiar with Spar
tacist functions knows that the sing
ing of the Internationale marks the
formal closing of an event. People
remain at socials or leave as they
choose. In fact, fully one hour was
given over to socializing at the
California memorial before the testi
monials actually began.

I came (and I assume others did as
well) to pay my respects to a comrade
who had given her life to the cause of
revolution. I left after the formal
closing of the memorial, marked by
the singing of the Internationale.

As to Robertson-Foster-Randell
despising so-called "quitters": while
the SL can correctly maintain that
continuing non-membership repre
sents a difference on the party ques
tion, the blanket statement ofhostility
to comrades a number of whom
devoted years to the SL and remain
sympathizers is self-defeating. The
SL's attitude stands in marked con
trast to the patience with which
Trotsky tried to regroup subjective
revolutionaries from around the
world during his years in exile. It also
contrasts with Cannon's assessment
of Lenin that part of his genius lay in
his ability to build a party with the
human beings at hand, imperfect
though they were.

I urge you to retract your false
reportage of the California
"walkout."

Cries and Whimpers
March 29, 1982

Editors, Workers Vanguard:

The report of the Toni Randell
memorial meeting in California ( WV
No. 300) states "the observation that
comrade Toni had nothing but
contempt for quitters actually trig
gered a walkout by some of the ex
members present." This is completely
untrue. No such walkout occurred.

[Australia]

March II

I just read the tribute to Toni
Randell in wv. It was beautiful. So
moving. When I first heard of
comrade Toni's death I wondered,
what can be said when a comrade
dies? But so much more can be said of
someone who lived in the only way
possible. Most of the comrades here
have of course never met Toni. They
will benefit from reading about her.
Some of us, funny, mostly amongst
the women, wanted to put something
in the last paper-not so much for
anyone else, but for our comrades.
We will in the next issue, and it will
mean more for SL/ANZ comrades
after they've read wv.

I didn't know Toni. But I'd met her
several times, and I remember [a
comrade] saying on a tape that it was
hard to imagine how the PDC
[Partisan Defense Committee] would
continue when she was transferred to
the coast. I remember her speaking
on the same tape. I'd forgotten about
the Logan trial. . . . But what I
remembered best was from when I
first came into the party. Comrades,
who like Toni, I met then, though
never got to know seemed to me, and
I guess still do, as people who would
be there always, at the heart of the
party's life. It must be true for every
comrade that their impressions when
they first join are never forgotten.

There is something in a book about
Marx's youngest daughter that
struck me when I read it a couple of
years ago. Engels' wife had died. A
strong woman, Irish, a worker. He
loved her. Marx sent only a formal
note of condolence. Engels was
deeply hurt, so much so according to
this book, that the wound in their
friendship never quite healed. For
Engels "condolences" meant noth
ing; he had expected the unique
warmth and solidarity of
comradeship.

N.C.

Toni Randell
Memorial

Letter
Defend the Gains of the

Russian Revolution!
Political Revolution, Hungary 1956 vs.

Solidarnosc Counterrevolution, Poland 1981

Break with the Bourgeoisie

Workers to Power
Throughout Central America!

(Berkeley only)

Israel Shahak: I Congratulate You.

Spartaclst League/Spartacus Youth League • registration fee: $5 (students $3)

21 October 1981

Dear friends of International
Spartacist Tendency,

First I would like to congratulate you
on your articles about "Solidarity." In
addition to the brilliant analysis, you are
here for me and my friends (of various
opinions) the sole source of important
facts about what really happens there
for example the connections with AFL
cia was quite unknown here to
everybody·, until you have brought this
fact to our attention. Together with my
congratulations to you, I must reflect
very adversely on so many groups here
calling themselves by fancy names (like
the "Matzpen") which are not only
obsessed by "Solidarity," but systemati
cally omit in their Hebrew publications
about it every single fact that may open
the eyes of their readers!

I would like to point out two things in
those collections which in my opinion
are specially important:

I) The spread of the settlements, by
the Jewish middle class into the West
Bank. There was a lot of additional
information about this in the last few
weeks, which could not be included, and
it is quite clear, that this is a strong
tendency. Also, since the prices of such
land are rising fast, speculation is
developing.

2) The collection on the revival of the
myth of the 'Jewish race.' Together with
rapid increase of the Jewish fanaticism,
this is a very important, and sinister,
development!

Sincerely yours,
Israel Shahak

• for I am sharing your articles with
several friends!

New York City
April 17-18
Machinists Hall
7 East 15th St.

For more information:
Box 1377. GPO

New York. NY 10116
(212) 267-1025

Chicago
April 24-25

Ramada Inn
506 W. Harrison St.

For more information
Box 6441, Main PO.
Chicago. IL 60680

(312) 427-0003

Berkeley/Oakland
May 1-2

UC Berkeley
Life Sciences Building

For more 1I1formation
P.O. Box 32552

Oakland, CA 94604
(415) 835·1535
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Israel Out of the Occu~ied Territories!

Begin's Annexation by Terror
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the Israeli Arabs and "Peace Now"
demonstrators to display PLO flags in
the heart of Tel Aviv, an act of
"sedition" in Begin's Israel. Yet without
a proletarian revolutionary perspective
this kind of courage can produce only
martyrs, not victories.

The limitations of the petty-bourgeois
nationalism of the PLO were clearly
seen in the two-week West Bank general
strike. which was restricted to schools,
shops and small businesses. The 80,000
West Bank Palestinians who commute
daily to jobs in Israel and who are
increasingly a strategic, if super
exploited, part of the Israeli labor force,
continued to work throughout the
strike. Even Palestinians who work for
Israeli construction companies building
settlements in the West Bank did not, by
and large, down tools. Therefore the
strike, limited to the Palestinian com
munities, starved itself out without
throttling the Israeli economy.

The Arab general strike within Israel
was led by the pro-Moscow Stalinist
Rakah, a genuinely bi-national party
with some roots in the Israeli prole
tariat. Yet due to its reformism and
nationalism (more precisely bi
nationalism, both Palestinian and Zion
ist), Rakah made no effort to spread the
strike beyond the Arab communities,
made no appeal to Israeli Arabs as
workers and also no appeal to the
Hebrew-speaking proletariat. The result
was that the Stalinist-led general strike
of Israeli Arabs was just as middle-class
as the West Bank pro-PLO protests.
~Significant1y,~lH5wevet, the west

Bank general strike in response to the
Dome of the Rock massacre for the first
time included Arab migrant workers
who work in Israel proper. As for the
petty-bourgeois "Peace Now" move
ment, it is traditionally pro-Zionist and
has not generally opposed the Israeli
presence in the occupied West Bank so
long as this occupation is peacefuL Yet
the militant slogans carried in its
demonstration (e.g., the illegal "Golan is
Syrian") indicate a certain radicaliza
tion in this milieu as Begin threatens the
entire Near East with disaster.

What is needed in both the West Bank
and Israel is a bi-national workers party
to break both the Arab and Hebrew
speaking proletariats from the dead end
of nationalism and mobilize them for
common class struggle. Such a revolu
tionary party would demand: Imperial
ist troops out of the Sinai! Israel out of
the occupied territories! For the right of
self-determination for the Palestinian
and Hebrew-speaking peoples! For a
socialist federation of the Near East!.

Shakaa from the Nablus town hall they
mocked the crippled mayor for being
"half a man." He retorted, "You have
lost your head" (Newsweek, 5 April).

The West Bank mayors were elected
to office when the occupation was run
by the Labor Alignment, which despite
its name was for many years the main
bourgeois Zionist party. The denial of
the Palestinian right of self
determination and the creation of
Zionist settlements on the West Bank as
"accomplished facts" is very much a bi
partisan policy. Labor differs from
Begin's supporters in proposing to ring
the West Bank with settlements, avoid
ing for now the densely populated
Palestinian areas. Begin and his super
hawk defense minister Ariel Sharon, on
the other hand, are moving to implant
groups of armed Zionist fanatics right
next to the major West Bank cities and
towns, ultimately to drive the Palestini
an population out through terror.

For Proletarian Internationalism
There is no questioning the just anger

and courage of the Palestinian youth
subjected to every humiliation and
outrage by the Zionists-who attacked
armed Israeli convoys with nothing but
rocks. And it certainly took courage for

ments" like Shiloh, north of Jerusalem.
Tawil, along with fellow Palestinian

West Bank mayors Bassam Shakaa and
Kharim Khalaf, is an outspoken sup
porter of the PLO. The three mayors
were targets of Zionist bomb attacks last
June. While Tawil escaped unharmed,
Khalaf lost a foot and Shakaa both his
legs. When Israeli soldiers barred

Arad/Newsweek

Hebrew-speaking people and Palestinians protest Begin's terror on West
Bank. "Peace Now" demonstration in Tel Aviv, March 27 draws 50,000 (top).

the slogans raised went beyond what
passes for liberalism in today's Israel.
Among them were "No to Occupation,"
"Begin Go Home" and even "Golan is
Syrian," the latter actually being illegal
in Zionist Israel. Furthermore, at both
demonstrations the PLO flag was
unfurled, an act of unprecedented
daring for Israeli Arabs.

The protests on the West Bank began
in March when Israeli authorities
dissolved the town council of EI Bireh
and replaced the elected Palestinian
mayor, Ibraham Tawil, with an Israeli
army officer. The pretext was Tawil's
refusal to meet with a newly established
"civilian administration" which had
replaced the military one, clearly a
prelude to extending direct Israeli rule
over the West Bank. The dismissal
notice was delivered by a squadron of
Israeli army officers who charged into
Tawil's office and marched him out at
gunpoint. This provoked the traditional
West Bank protest: Arab merchants
shuttered their shops and students
boycotted classes. The Israeli army
responded by forcing merchants to re
open their shops and shooting into
crowds of stone-throwing youths. Back
ing up and egging on the soldiery were
armed Jewish fanatics ·-ff6m··~settle-

movement brought 50,000 into the
streets of Tel Aviv on March 27.

This was the largest demonstration by
Hebrew-speaking Israelis against Zion
ist militarism in over two decades.
Although the "Peace Now" demonstra
tion was endorsed by a number of
parliamentarians from the main Zionist
party, the so-called Labor Alignment,

Israeli Protests Against
Zionist Terror

It is not however external, but rather
internal conditions that are driving
Zionist Israel toward war. Like the
Argentine junta, the Begin regime needs
to restore the "spirit of national unity."
For a good portion of the Israeli
population is deeply disturbed watching
night after night of video clips of Israeli
soldiers gunning down unarmed Pales
tinian youth while fanatical Zionist
vigilantes armed with automatic weap
ons rampage through Arab villages.
Late last month Israeli authorities and
so-called Jewish "settlers," that is, kill
crazy psychopaths in prayer shawls,
went on a reign of terror, killing at least
six Palestinian youths and wounding
dozens of others.

Then on April II an Israeli soldier,
Alan Goodman (like "Eli the Wolf" an
immigrant from the USA), shot his way
into one of Jerusalem's holiest mosques,
the Dome of the Rock, and sprayed it
with machine-gun fire, killing at least
two and wounding as many as 40. Israeli
police and riot troops then moved in and
attacked the Arabs who were trying to
capture the mass murderer Goodman.

The rising wave of Zionist terror-of
which the Dome of the Rock massacre is
only the latest, most spectacular
instance-and the prospect of imminent
annexation have provoked the most
massive protests on the West Bank since
1968. Perhaps more importantly, these
protests have spread to Israel itself, even
among elements of the Hebrew
speaking population. Israeli Arabs
called a one-day general strike in
solidarity with the West Bank Palestini
ans, and the predominantly Jewish and
traditionally' pro~ZidMst"PeaceN Ow't.,
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Passover leaves canceled, reservists
called up to replace regular soldiers on
the Lebanese border, troop movements
north. Israel is preparing for another
invasion of southern Lebanon, using the
pretext of its slain diplomat in Paris.
While the Palestine Liberation Organi
zation (PLO) disclaims responsibility
for this act, it is the mass of Palestinian
refugees in southern Lebanon who will
pay. It's what the British used to call
"collective reprisals" when they admin
istered the Promised Land. Today the
Zionists apply it to an entire people.

From the Israeli standpoint the time
is propitious to strike. Syria is bogged
down suppressing the Muslim Brother
hood and half a dozen other internal
oppositions. Iraq is still tied down in its
interminable war with Iran, and now it's
losing. Egypt's president Mubarak will
do nothing to seriously upset Begin,
thereby giving Israel cause to delay its
final pullout from the Sinai scheduled
for April 25. And just as Israel annexed
the Golan last December while everyone
was watching Poland, now the Zionists
are looking to invade Lebanon while the
world is entertained by the British
blockade of the Falklands.

It certainly hasn't been a good week
for American imperialism. As he basked
in the Caribbean sun, Reagan must have
felt mighty frustrated that all his squalid
reactionary allies won't quit fighting one
another and unite in a holy war against
Russian Communism. Still the Near
East picture is not all black for Wash
ington. The Pentagon has quietly
slipped its Rapid Deployment Force
into the Sinai as part of the "peace
keeping forces" to replace the Israeli
army. U.S. imperialism thus has its
armed forces right where it wants them,
across a narrow strait from the oil fields
of Saudi Arabia.
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Proletarian internationalism: Spartacist League/Lanka poster campaign, in
Sinhala and English, for military victory to Salvadoran leftist rebels.
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A Regional War?

In spite of the FDR/FMLN, the war
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failure to disrupt the phony Salvadoran
"elections" by pressuring them to call off
their offensive. Expressing the same
myopic nationalism, another FSLN
leader remarked: "If the Salvadoran
army starts to fall apart, I hope the
guerrillas rush in with oxygen and
hot towels" (Washington Post, 8
March). Where would the Sandinistas
be today if they had propped up
Somoza's crumbling National Guard
in 1979?

Nevertheless, if pushed to the wall by
CIA "destabilization," somocista terror
raids or U.S. intervention, the Nicara
guan leaders are not prepared to roll
over and play dead. "We would put
Central America in flames" says Nicara
guan junta member Ramirez. In such a
confrontation the Nicaraguan capitalist
class would be swept aside and Nicara
gua, like Cuba before it, would become
a deformed workers state with a
collectivized economy ruled by a petty
bourgeois nationalist bureaucracy.
While we would defend such a deformed
social revolution (as we defend Castro's
Cuba) against imperialism, it is not our
task to pressure the Sandinistas to the
left. Trotskyists call instead for workers
revolution throughout Central Ameri
ca, extending to the powerful Mexican
working class to the north; for workers
and peasants governments based on
genuine soviet democracy and proletari
an internationalism.

The narrow nationalism of Stalinist
rule is nowhere better shown than in the
refusal of Cuba to arm the Salvadoran
leftist insurgents. In a meeting with
Reagan envoy General Vernon Walters,
a former deputy director of the CIA,
Castro assured the U.S. that "no arms
have gone from Cuba to El Salvador for
the past 14 months," according to an
American diplomat's account of the
meeting (New York Times, 26 March).
A few days later an unnamed "senior
Cuban official" told Timesman Leslie
Gelb that "Latin America as a whole is
not ripe for socialism, and President
Castro is therefore willing to promote
'democratic change' and moderation in
the region" (New York Times, 6 April).
Unlike the Castroites, who look to the
Democratic Party of the Bay of Pigs and
the Gulf of Tonkin, the Spartacist
League proclaims: "Defense of Cuba
and the USSR begins in El Salvador!"

Class polarization is deepening
throughout Central America. Nicara
gua is being pushed by Reagan, against
the Sandinistas' will, toward social
revolution. El Salvador is locked in a
deepening civil war while Guatemalan
guerrillas are winning over the previous
ly apolitical Indian population. Appear
ing on ABC's "Good Morning America"
last month, former secretary of state
Kissinger expressed the concerns of
more farsighted sectors of the American
bourgeoisie, worrying that the struggles
to the south might "radicalize" Mexican
workers. This preoccupation is shared
by imperialist liberals like Teddy Ken
nedy as well as the French and Mexican
governments, who call for an illusory
"negotiated settlement" in El Salvador
precisely in order to contain the revolu
tionary contagion in the area.

The only real "political solution" in
the interests of working people in El Sal
vador is a military victory of the rebels
and Central America-wide workers
revolution. A real defense of Cuba and
Nicaragua from the threats of U.S.
imperialism requires revolutionary
struggle throughout the Americas,
including and expecially in the United
States-for workers action to bring
down Reagan. The maniacs in the White
House, State Department and Pentagon
are prepared to unleash a thermonucle
ar imperialist World War III in their
fanatical crusade to stop Communism.
The psychopathic killers in Reagan's
juntas in Central America call for a
"peace of 200,000 dead." What's needed
is a Leninist-Trotskyist leadership, a
world party of socialist revolution, to
stop these big league and bush league
mass murderers in their tracks.•
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From all reports it's clear that the
Nicaraguan FSLN has criminally, re
fused to arm the leftist rebels next
door in El Salvador. FSLN "hard" and
Nicaraguan interior minister Tomas
Borge said of U.S. charges of arms
shipments: "If the wise men of the C.I.A.
know where it's happening, why don't
they tell us so we can stop it?" (New
York Times, 19 March). The Sandinis
tas also contributed to the FMLN's

defeat U.S. imperialism and smash
Reagan's juntas.

In Guatemala, the latest coup has
brought to power yet another military
strongman who, despite his talk about
cleaning up the country's "human
rights" image, is most concerned to
crush the growing guerrilla insurgency.
General Rios Montt was a teacher in the
charismatic sect, the Christian Church
of the Word. The young officers who
pulled off the coup are even more
reactionary than their (intended) figure
head Rios Montt. Their concern for
Guatemala's image is mainly aimed at
qualifying Guatemala for U.S. military
aid.

In late February reports were leaked
in Washington confirming that the CIA
had budgeted $20 million to operations
aimed at "destabilizing" and overthrow
ing the Sandinista National Liberation
Front (FSLN) in Nicaragua. A few days
later two bridges were blown up inside
the country by a U.S.-based group ofex
members of Somoza's National Guard.
And the border raids by somocista
terrorists next door in Honduras contin
ue. This led the FSLN regime to decree a
national state of emergency in mid
March. The militia is being mobilized to
repel the expected invasion. And with
U.S.-sponsored subversion mounting,
when young Nicaraguan guerrilla Or
lando Tardencillas returned to Mana
gua after exploding State Department
claims of Sandinista support for the
Salvadoran FMLN, he was given a
hero's welcome.

SPARTACIST LEAGUE / LANKA

RI!f AGAIlSl TIlE AMERlCII IMP~RlAUSTS

BLOOD· BAThS IN El SAlVADOR!

j)rulelarial Rnolution - Politica.l S<lIuliun To EI Sahador!

WORKERS IN AMERICA,

Smash The America!l Imperialist's
EI Salvador Puppet Butcher Junta That
Massacred 30,000 PeasantS And Leftists I
MORE RUSS!AN· CUBAN M~ ARMS
FOR LEFTIST INSURGENTS!

~CF CUBA· USSR BEGlHS
IN EL SALVql
No: To Fake Elections!

For Workers Revolution in Ce.. tral I'.rnerica!

EL SALVADOR:

MILITARY VICTORY
TO LEFTIST INSURGENTS

Forward For The Rebirth Of The Fourth International

is going regional, if for no other reason
than that the capitalists recognize that
their interests transcend national bor
ders. It is becoming a war of the "iron
triangle" of junta dictators in Guatema
la, El Salvador and Honduras against
the Sandinistas, Salvadoran and Gua
temalan guerrillas. Before the Falkland
Islands conflict, Argentina was report
edly preparing to send military "advis
ers" to El Salvador and had already sent
$15 million in aid to the junta. CIA
trained Cuban/Nicaraguan exiles are
openly training in camps in Florida,
California and New Jersey. And on
April 6 the U.S. launched Operation
"Readex-82," a five-week naval exercise
in the Caribbean, to be followed by
another one, "Ocean Venture 82."
What's needed is a revolutionary mobi
lization throughout Central America to
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There was an undeniable element of war
weariness. And, most importantly, the
guerrillas had not waged a concerted
campaign to boycott these bogus
elections.

Ferman Cienfuegos of the FARN
wing of the FMLN had pledged a major
offensive aimed at "defeating" the
elections. But despite heavy fighting in
the cities of Usulutan and San Miguel,
and virtually no voting in FMLN base
areas, the promised election day offen
sive never materialized-the diplomatic
maneuvering for a "political solution"
ruled it out. An FMLN spokesman
admitted to the New York Times (31
March) that "we created such expecta
tions through propaganda that it looks
as if we failed." A real effort to defeat the
fraudulent elections would have meant a
military offensive as well as militant
action by leftists in the cities and
working-class suburbs. What's called
for is a revolutionary drive to take San
Salvador, by the guerrillas without and
the workers within. But afraid of
appearing as opponents of "free elec
tions," the leaders of the FDR/FMLN
popular front waffled and allowed the
ultra-rightist ARENA to mobilize.

Already they are feeling the
consequences. Even after the "elec
tions," FDR head Guillermo Ungo
repeated the call for a "political solu
tion"; but when it became clear that
D'Aubuisson would have the whip hand
in a new government, Ungo said he
couldn't negotiate with ARENA "be
cause it's foolish to believe you can have
a democratic fascist" (New York Times,
2 April). Soon the 1,500 U.S.-trained
troops will be returning from Forts
Bragg and Benning, and "Major Blow
torch" will renew the junta's offensives.
Now more than ever it is necessary to
smash the army butchers on the battle
field. Military victory to the leftist
insurgents!

Front (FMLN) guerrilla coalition have
abandoned their search for a compro
mise at the bargaining table with the
junta butchers. They are now playing
the same game as the State Department:
exerting pressure to keep Duarte in
office.

This commitment to a "political
solution" hs:lped to paralyze the FMLN
on election day and contributed to what
was, despite D'Aubuisson's success, a
propaganda coup for the U.S. The press
was full of pictures of a million people
lined up for hours to vote. The turnout
was higher than anyone had expected.
No doubt many voted out of fear that
without a ballot receipt or a stamp on
their ID card certifying that they had
voted they would be subject to rightist
terror. But the level of participation
could not be attributed solely to fear.
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High Noon...
(continued from page 1)
American pattern: after several failed
coup attempts, he came to power in a
phony election. D'Aubuisson got his
nickname for his skill at interrogation
with that device when he ran the torture
chambers for former dictator Carlos
Romero. He lost his job when Jimmy
Carter's "human rights" junta seized
power in October 1979 and cashiered
this sadistic murderer. Since that time
he has become El Salvador's leading
ultra-rightist politician, bankrolled by
absentee landlords in Miami and organ
izing a fascistic party known as the
Nationalist Republican Alliance
(ARENA).

Although current junta president
Jose Napoleon Duarte's Christian
Democrats polled the most votes in the
March 27 balloting, D'Aubuisson's
ARENA ran a close second. The
remaining votes were distributed among
several right-wing parties which have
pledged not to sit in a government with
Duarte. To the State Department's
discomfiture, the likely result of this
situation will be a government in which
"Major Blowtorch" pulls the strings.
Since the point of the whole farce was to
preserve the myth of a "democratic
reform" government in San Salvador,
the U.S. is understandably annoyed.
But putting the best possible face on the
situation, U.S. ambassador Deane
Hinton says, "We consider Mr. D'Au
buisson to be the leader of a democratic
party." Yesterday's pathological killer
becomes today's "dynamic leader" and
"colorful caudillo."

D'Aubuisson founded the death
squad known as the "White Warrior
Union," had the archbishop Oscar
Arnulfo Romero shot down at the altar,
shot up the U.S. embassy to protest
Carter's policies and campaigned on a
platform calling for a "final solution" to
the guerrilla war, including the use of
napalm. ARENA is above all a move
ment of the enraged petty bourgeoisie
fearful of revolution. Imitating corpora
tist movements in advanced capitalist
countries, ARENA is organized into
sectors for businessmen, workers, peas
ants, professionals, women and youth.
One of the most disturbing aspects of
this U.S.-ordered "election" was the
evidence that this fascistic assassin is
developing something of a mass
following.

The Elections and the Left
From the beginning it was clear that

the Salvadoran elections were as phony
as D'Aubuisson's "democratic" preten
sions. The only opposition candidates
allowed were various ultra-rightists, and
the Christian Democrats campaigned
only by grace of the U.S. embassy, for
which keeping the puppet Duarte in
office was a major goal. Leaders of the
left-wing opposition Revolutionary
Democratic Front (FDR) refused to
participate, pointing out that their
predecessors had been brutally assassi
nated by the rightist death squads. The
U.S. ambassador unintentionally sup
ported the FDR's objections, suggesting
they could avoid death threats cam
paigning by videotape. The leftist
opposition de.nounced the elections as a
fraud and appealed to "world opinion"
to back their call for a negotiated
settlement.

But the bankruptcy of this call has
never been clearer. Even NBC's John
Chancellor admitted in an April 5
editorial statement that for the guerril
las to lay down their arms now would be
equivalent to "suicide." FDR spokes
man Salvador Samayoa recognized the
changed situation, remarking, "If the
current political maneuvers lead to the
installation in power of assassins of the
people like D'Aubuisson, if this is the
will of the State Department, we can't
maintain our present position" (New
York Times, 3 April). Unfortunately,
this does not mean that the FDR and the
Farabundo Marti National Liberation
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Falklands...
(continued from page 1)
respective navies to pieces over a
collection of barely inhabited islands
and rocks in the South Atlantic.

Certainly the international pro
letariat may take some grim satisfaction
if the Argentinians and British did
succeed in destroying a good part of
each others' fleets. Especially the toiling
masses of Central America who will
recall that Thatcher and Argentine
dictator Galtieri are among the handful
who backed the junta's election of
Friday in EI Salvador by sending
observers; that the British task force will
include ships that have just finished
taking part in NATO provocations
against Cuba and Nicaragua in the
Caribbean; and that the Argentinians
have been pushing for a role in Central
America, including in covert counter
revolutionary operations in Nicaragua.

In the two weeks that it will take the
British armada to reach the Falklands
a more peaceful solution may well be
found. But both Margaret Thatcher and
General Leopoldo Galtieri have consid
erable domestic prestige staked. Both
governments are likely to be made
sharply aware, if they have forgotten it
in the heat of the moment, that in this
part of the world it is the U.S. which
calls the shots. The Americans will get
the bases they need whichever way and
whatever murmurs of sympathy may
come from the White House at Britain's
discomfiture.

The painful memory of "cousin's"
disapproval at the time of the Suez
fiasco still haunts the Tory party 26
years of imperial decline later. And what
decline. John Nott declared for the
Cabinet that the "British armed forces
do not surrender." But even taking into
account the thinness of the red line, they
didn't seem to hold out very long at all.

As some Tory backbenchers are at
pains to point out Britain does not have
the military capacity to defend indefi
nitely, or even in the present conditions
in the short term, a group of islands
some 8,000 miles away. Hence, British
diplomacy has been attempting for
several years to get rid of the Falkland
Islands problem. For the Argentinian
junta to use the military hardware so
willingly provided by British and U.S.
imperialism for any other purpose than
the legitimate oppression of the working
class, however, just wasn't cricket.

Western bankers, meanwhile, are
quite upset over the payments freeze
decreed by Thatcher, particularly be
cause Argentina's $34 billion in foreign
debts far exceed her assets abroad. And
the Americans complained that the
Common Market nations' quick action
against Argentina contrasted with their
reluctance to impose sanctions on
Poland. The Russians, for their part,
have had an essentially trivial pro
Argentina tilt. Not because of the Kurile
Islands or some other tertiary issue, but
because they are glad to see two
American allies at each others' throats.
By and large, the Soviets tend to have
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still alive among the thousands ofleftists
and trade unionists who have disap
peared under the junta may well find the
first fruit of taking the Malvinas is the
establishment of an Argentinian Rob
ben Island on one or more of the barren
outcrops. The Argentinian proletariat
must oppose the generals' nationalist
appeals and get on with the struggle to
smash the bloody junta.

But if the Argentine invasion is being
used for national unity purposes in
Buenos Aires, so too the Labour Party
in Britain is milking the issue to make
despicable patriotic propaganda in
league with the most warmongering
Tory backbenchers. Over the weekend
Parliament held its first such emergency
sitting since Suez. There that "inveterate
peacemonger" Michael Foot combined
with the worst Tory Colonel Blimps to
denounce Thatcher's betrayal of the
Falkland Islanders. Naturally the re-
volting display of jingoism that united
left and right in the Labour Party (Tony
Benn was reportedly to be seen in
Parliament sporting a tie of the Royar-- --
Naval Reserve) was cloaked under the
call to defend the Falklanders' "right to
self-determination" against the "tinpot
dictators" of Argentina.

Ever since "poor little Belgium,"
social democracy has covered its sup
port for imperialist militarism with the
same demagogy. Already Tory back
woodsmen are shrieking that the seizure
of the Falkland Islands proves the need
for increased defence expenditure and
minimally no cuts in the Royal Navy, a
line which will no doubt find its echo in
the Labour Party as the social chauvin
ists plead for nuclear disarmament on
the grounds that it undermines Britain's
conventional defence. We demand that
Britain get out of all its colonies from
the Falklands to Hong Kong. We say
not a penny, not a man for the
imperialist armed forces, and we em
phasise that it is the duty of the British
working class to oppose, lock, stock and
barrel, any British military adventure in
the South Atlantic.•
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right of self-determination becomes
attenuated when either the area or the
population density becomes very small.
Do the sparse inhabitants of the Gobi
Desert have the right to self
determination? The desires of the
dwindling population of the Falklands
are a real factor, but marginal. Some
provision should certainly be made for
those who wish to return to Britain.

For the Argentinian junta under
General Galtieri the Falklands invasion
is a vital focus of national unity in the
face of developing internal unrest over

the catastrophic state of the economy.
Just a few days before the attack there
was a 15,000-strong demonstration
organised by the General Confederation
of Labour in Buenos Aires with large
scale arrests. Besides his efforts to get
involved in EI Salvador, Galtieri earned
his reputation butchering left-wing
guerrillas and wants a South Atlantic
Treaty Organisation with South Africa.
Nationalist fervour in Argentina is
undoubtedly being fueled by the memo
ry of being treated as an economic
colony of Britain before World War 1.
But Galtieri may also soon turn his
attention to settling the dispute with
Chile over the Beagle Channel. Those
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Buenos Aires, March 30: Bloody junta represses mass labor protests at
home, then whips up a "national unity" diversion over Malvinas.

Pettingill Agenci~I'LA

"Anti-Imperialist" objective? 650,000 Falkland sheep. Thatcher says the British don't surrender: British marines on the
ground after Argentine Invasion of Falklands (right).

tific expedition. Besides reportedly rich
fishing waters there are now uncon
firmed reports of vast oil reserves in the
area, though the technology to tap this is
still not perfected. As well the islands
have some strategic importance. Wit
ness the major naval engagements
fought in the vicinity in both world
wars.

In a sense the islanders are the victims
of the situation but their problem is that
they want to be part of the British
Empire, an empire that no longer exists.
Were it the case that the Falklanders
simply wanted the right not to be part of
Argentina then there is no reason why
they should be forced to be. But their
belief in the virtues of British sovereign
ty has turned into a cruel joke at their
own expense.

Nor is the Argentine attack a matter
of Argentina's self-determination or of
its national consolidation. Throughout
the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans
are hundreds of uninhabited or sparsely
populated islands which were seized by
major European imperialists and later
the U.S. These safe anchorages, coaling
stations and staging posts changed
hands as the respective powers' influ
ence ebbed or grew. With the decline of
the European empires local powers
developed their own ambitions. Across
the world, in the Maldives for example,
the native populations must be wonder
ing whose troops might come wading
ashore on their beaches.

The vague anti-colonial question
im'ohed m 1ne Fa"i!dand Isiandsdispute

gene~ally misplaced As is the ques
tion of "seif-determination" for the
Falkland Islanders: 1.800 sheepherders
do not a people make. In generaL the

more respect for "international law"
than do the Americans (witness their
cool attitude toward the Khomeiniites'
seizure of the U. S. embassy in Teheran).

The Falkland Islands-Islas Malvi
nas to the Argentinians-with a popula
tion of 650,000 sheep, probably the
world's biggest colony of penguins and
],8]5 English-speaking fIShermen and
sheep farmers, are hardly the jewel of
anyone's empire. In an imperialist world
it is too much to expect that they could
be left alone to fish, graze sheep and
entertain the occasional genuine scien-
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Re: The March 27 EI Salvador Demonstration in Washington, D.C.

The Main Enemy Was the
Spartacist League

Anti-Spartacist PopUlar Front

This leads us to the present. The
social-democrats in and out of the labor
movement hate us all to pieces for our
exposure of Polish Solidarnosc as
arriving at a socially counterrevolution
ary program, and for our uncovering
some of its direct ties to Western
capitalist circles.

Central America: not "No More
Vietnams" but Che Guevara's fighting
slogan, "2, 3, Many Vietnams." More

continued on page 8

Iy dozens of other conditions of being or
circumstance, this society is consciously
and unconsciously viciously cruel,
stunting and deforming. Mainly be
cause the CPUSA ("old left") abused the
party principle over and over again in
the service of class and social betrayal,
the New Left rediscovered pre
Marxism. In particular they denied the
Leninist conception of the workers
party which is simultaneously the
tribune of the people, i.e., the spokes
man for all of the oppressed. We
struggled against sectoralism and for
Marxism the best we knew how, earning
thereby particularly the hatred of black
nationalists and lesbian feminists, while
winning to our banner militants from
such backgrounds.

Getting ever closer in time, think
about the Ayatollah Khomeini. In
America and Europe all the radicals
granted him effusive support and any
one of the tens of thousands of overseas
Ira man students who didn't do likewise
risked being called a SAVAK agent-as
indeed a good many were. Today it's
pretty hard to find an Iranian student
abroad who freely admits he used to
support Khomeini. Without going into
de' ails such as the daily kill rate of
leftists, the abuse of women and the like,
it's pretty hard to uphold the Khomeini
regime. But only we said at the time of
the Shah's fall, "Neither Shah nor
mullahs, for workers revolution."

So, gentle reader, over many years we
have managed to be in flat opposition at
one point or another to every other
current calling itself leftist -and to be
proved right. One is not loved for this.

Washington, D.C., March 27: Awesome display of pollee power used to seal
off the left.
generation who still today is a Maoist
has to be feeble-minded, clinically de
ranged, or looking for a free trip to
China. Radicals outside those three
categories have been on a general slow
drift toward and into the left wing of
bourgeois politics, or out of politics
altogether. Numerous organization
initials supplied on request.

None of these leftists ever had much
reason to like the Spartacist League. We
pointed out that the Russians threw
away billions in high-grade armaments
sent to the corrupt Egyptian capitalist
government while keeping the Vietna
mese, who were fighting a revolutionary
war, in short supply of obsolescent
weapons. (For their part, the Chinese
obstructed their overland delivery after
the Sino-Soviet break.) We pointed out
that the massacre of Communists in
Indonesia in 1965-for which the
Chinese Maoists were co-responsible-
ended any semblance of realism to
imperialism's domino theory in South
east Asia. We also noted, shortly after,
that objectively the Vietnam war had
therefore lost any rational purpose from
the American side and that the founda
tion had been laid for a Sino-American
rapproachement. They didn't love us for
all this.

They didn't love us any better when m
Europe we sneered at the idea that
students were going to be the new
vanguard of the proletariat, or when we
roundly denounced those radicals who
followed Bernadette Devlin in her call
for British troops to Ulster. We were
yuick to point out when various radical
groups engaged in backhanded and not
so-backhanded scabbing; when they
enthused over trade-union out
bureaucrats like Miller and Sadlowski
a?d the rest, where the only real
difference was that the outs thought it
was their turn at th~ trough; and when
th~se same radicals justified taking
UnIons to court.

. There.are many kinds of oppression
III Amenca, based upon the underlying
system of capitalist exploitation. If
you're black, Latin, Asian, female, old,
Indian, crippled, Jewish, off the sexual
norm, an undocumented alien or literal-

workers states to destroy these ruling
bureaucracies-the source of economic
deprivation, egregious inequality and
political and cultural suppression-in
favor of the introduction, and for
Russia the reintroduction, of soviet
democracy. From time to time and from
country to country the perceived need
for such revolutionary victory occurs.
Such subjective potential is now build
ing in the United States as the ostenta
tiously reactionary Reagan administra
tion seeks, somewhat utopianly but with
overt viciousness, to transfer its contra
dictions and crises onto the backs of the
mass of the people. As Trotsky reitered
endlessly, a revolutionary party seeking
to further the class struggle to victory
has been that single, indispensable
missing element. Thus the duty of any
real Marxist is to center his activity on
building a conscious and organized
vanguard capable of preparing, recog
nizing and carrying through proletarian
revolution.

This, then, is the context in which the
Somoza family dictatorship was over
thrown in Nicaragua by a petty
bourgeois guerrilla army backed by
mass support and supported (at least
initially) by those remaining sectors of
the bourgeoisie who had not yet been
consumed by the Somoza family. In El
Salvador a bloody and more classic civil
war rages pitting the mass murderers
and mercenaries of the local oligarchy
(increasingly backed directly by U.S.
imperialism) against a coalition of five
autonomous guerrilla forces-less
wholeheartedly embracing the middle
classes but surely rooted amongst the
largely landless peasants for whom the
slogan "Revolution or Death" is for
many a statement of simple fact-lately
united around a program of seeking
negotiated settlement. The Reagan
administration, and notably key policy
maker General Alexander Haig, the
Secretary of State, sees the whole thing
as a Communist plot with control of the
leftist insurgents going back to Moscow
by way of Managua and Havana while
supposedly the guns flow the other way.
Meanwhile a more rational, i.e., "liber
al," wing of the bourgeoisie wants "no
more Vietnams." They even can recog
nize that just because the Soviet Union
is the main obstacle to making the world
safe for capitalism, that doesn't necess
arily mean that Iranian hostility to the
U.S., British problems with Argentina
and in Ulster, Israel's curious difficulties
with even her most reactionary Arab
leaders, are all part of a commie plot.

American Left Moves Right

In the 1960s the great bulk of the
American left was fundamentally im
pailed H~ a ton.:c 1'0. revoJutionary
change. but at least toward the end of
the decade there were a lot more of them
and they sounded pretty radical. The
New Left at best never got beyond (heir
model of the old left, the worn-out old
Stalinist Communist Party of the U.S.,
although an awful lot of the New Left
substituted Peking for Moscow. The
end of the American presence in
Vietnam and the passing of ten years
took far more than a decade's toll of
these radicals. The Chinese government
piled not just atrocity upon atrocity but
pro-imperialist policy upon pro
imperialist policy. Anyone of that

As the world is plunged deeper into
this second intensification of the Cold
War between the power blocs headed
respectively by the United States and the
Soviet Union, so correspondingly the
tasks of proletarian revolutionists be
come more obviously urgent and their
organizations more evidently impor
tant, and correspondingly precarious.
Particularly since in this second round
of international confrontation the Am
ericans have lost blanket hegemony
within their own camp; the Soviet
Union has acquired a rough parity in
weaponry; the international capitalist
economy is currently experiencing a
severe recession; and the semi-colonial
sector of the world appears to be in the
grip of endemic upheaval.

The view from the Kremlin is also
grim: the loss of China as an ally, now
turned into a potential military junior
bloc partner of the Americans; the
festering sores of a bureaucratically
administered nationalized economy,
which have grown to the point where
they sharply diminish Soviet economic
capacity overall, in the face of the
American-instituted vastly increased
arms race; the peoples of the Soviet
Union desperately eager to enjoy some
thing of the always promised, but
minimally delivered, enhancement in
their standard of living. In East Europe
these mass economic appetites reinforce
a nationalism sharpened by the keen
realization that bureaucratic incompe
tents keep them from enjoying the good
life (which they imagine that all the
masses of the West enjoy, not just
privileged sectors). In Poland, given the
uniquely strong role of the Roman
Catholic church and the enlistment of
the bulk of both the proletariat and the
petty bourgeoisie in the now-suppressed
Solidarnosc, martial law has but frozen
into temporary immobility a full-scale
social crisis in which counterrevolution
ary elements had come to predominate.

Surely the objective basis exists for
working-class social revolution
throughout the capitalist sector, and
political revolution by the working
masses in the degenerated/deformed

Letters, Exchanges,
Statements and an

Editorial Reply

Those who murdered Trotsky first
slandered him as an agent of the
Nazis and the Mikado.
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2-4 pm Today Farragut Park

Letter to March 27 Coalition

Tom Janota, las! Peace Corps teacher to leave Ei Salvador

"Eyewitness to Junta Terror"

Jorge Ramirez. latin MarXist

"i Por el Triunfo de los Insurgentes de Izqulerda!"

Bathroor"'s

Fraternally.

Liz Gordon
National Secretary
Spartacist League/U.S.

enc!.. Clipping from Granma (weekly
English-language organ of the
Cuban Communi.st Party), 18
February /982. "Protest
Marches in Several U.S. Cilies
Oppose U.S. Aid to Salvadoran
Government"

copies to: local March 27 Coalition
and Anti-Imperialist Con
tingent groups

plans. in the hope that such coordina
tion in advance and on March 27 will
enable us to avoid unintended clashes.
We make this proposal in the interest
of protecting the rights and safety
of all protesters. We propose such
discussion at our earliest mutual
convenience.

Music. Refreshments

Defense of Cuba and USSR
Begins in EJ Salvador!

Break With the Democrats
For Workers Action to
Bring Down Reagan!

-Speakers-

Jan ~orden. ed"or, Wor,i(ers Vanguard

"The Global Class War-
Vietnam. Poland. Central America"

Ed Kartsen. black. union mi~:tanl

"For Labor Action to Smash the Nazis/Klan
and Bring Down Reagan!"

Alison Spencer Spartac..s Youth LeaguE'
"Why U.S. Rad-Libs Sell Out SalYadoran Struggle"

and Los Angeles have sought to
exclude Spartacist-Ied contingents.
Sometimes the police have been
invoked. In any case. sharp physical
clashes among marchers can well
provoke police intervention, placing
all the demonstrators in danger of
violence or arrest, and such confronta
tions put non-citizens at particular
risk.

Despite the profound political gulf
between our groups, we believe it
behooves both parties to avoid unnec
essary physical clashes in the face of a
police presence and the possibility of
extra-legal Reaganite provocation,
e.g. the mobilization of ultra-rightist
emigres against left-wing demonstra
tors as also happened at particular
points during the Vietnam War period.
We therefore propose that our respec
tive steering committees should make
contact to acquaint each other with the
relevant practical information on our
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16 March 1982

~ational Coordinating Committee
March 27 Coalition
Washington. D.C.

To the Coordinating Committee:

At this critical stage in the EI
Salvador civil war, the Spartacist
League-initiated Anti-Imperialist
Contingent and the March 27 Coali
tion will be demonstrating in Washing
ton on March 27. The AIC and the
March 27 Coalition share a common
opposition to Reagan's increasingly
ominous threats of U.S. military

,intervention in the region. At the same
time. we differ sharply in our under
standing of the solution-you call for a
negotiated peace, we for victory to the
leftist insurgents.

In recent months, organizers of
ClSPES/PAM-initiated demonstra
tions in Chicago. New York. Boston

2 April 1982

Alexander Cockburn
Village Voice
New York

Dear Mr. Cockburn:

Your "Press Clips" column is generally interesting and informative. But it is
necessary to make most urgent objection to several of your sentences dealing
with the Spartacist League in your column of 6 April! 982, not because they
are merely hopelessly disoriented but because they also contain the basis for
justifying continuing serious threat against us.

You wrote: "The Spartacists are a flinty lot, with more than a whiff of
Marxism-Leninism-Bonkerism, but their line on victory to the FDRjFMLN
is unimpeachable. They should just learn to stop acting like assholes. After all,
most of the demonstrators on the main march probably espouse victory for
the FDRjFMLN too."

You have managed to invert perfectly the political issue posed in D.C. on 27
March. We don't know whether a majority of the marchers support victory to
the left, but a lot surely do. The organizers, speakers and endorsers of the main
march were strongly and centrally united in favor of a negotiated settlement to
the war. And you, of course, have never before heard of a situation where the
needs and desires of at least many of the participants conflict sharply with that
of "their" leadership? Or that this sharp gap encourages violence and
bureaucratic suppression, not to mention malicious libel of those who would
seek to organize the opposition from below? We "asshoies" [your word]
sought in every way we knew how to give coherent political expression to the
desire for leftist victory, and we also made repeated adamant efforts at
technical coordination with the organizers of the main coalition. Instead we
got lies and slander, goon squads and massive use of the police against us.

Thus you ignore the driving force behind the multiple harassment that the
SL's Anti-Imperialist Contingent was subjected to in Washington, substitut
ing instead words like "Bonkerism" and "assholes," implying that we brought
it on ourselves. For a man of your evident political suavity and historical
knowledge to write falsely impugning those who share your own declared
political position-to repeat your own quote about the SL, "their line on
victory to the FDRjFMLN is unimpeachable"-is to compel one very
seriously to wonder what you are about.

Sincerely,

~~~
Helene Brosius
Central Committee,
Spartacist League

enclosed documentation: 1. Letter to the March 27.Coalition, 16 March
2. Anti-Imperialist Contingent leaflet, 27 March
3. Workers Vanguard No. 302: "At Bidding of

Rad-Lib Democrats, Cops Seal Off Left"

cc: Workers Vanguard

Assholes Revisited

that's what we did. The reason was that with all the
talk of violence about, we wanted to minimize
physical contact with the main march, while
maintaining political interaction, all as noted in our
16 March letter to the Coalition, also here reprinted.

The "low-level violence" occurred when CISPES
formed a chain to try forcibly to keep demonstrators
from joining the Anti-Imperialist Contingent. The

continued on page 8

ludicrously mendacious account of the march in its
latest issue.... " We say WV contains a multiply
verified and continuous chronology of that day's
events as concerns the Spartacist League, which is
supplemented by the April Young Spartacus with its
different emphasis and later follow-up coverage. I.e.,
we told the truth.

Fortunately light can be cast on who's lying,
Cockburn, you or us, by your sentence immediately
preceding the one already quoted: "What did happen
was that the Sparts tried to break into the main
demonstration with low-level violence being used to
that end." So "we tried to break into the main
demonstration"? On this page is the reprint of a
leaflet with a map showing our independent walk to
our own demonstration. The information in it was
given by us to CISPES on Thursday evening, 25
March, after it was agreed to by the D.C. police the
same day. The leaflet was given to Cockburn by Jan
Norden the next day, Friday. On Saturday some
15,000 were passed out to one and all. Then, surprise,
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I ..ent down to Washington with dear friends in the
F.L.O.S.S. affinity group and had a thoroughly good time,
The Spartacists are a flinty lot, with more than s ..hiffof. l I've had a letter from Helene BrosiU8 of the central
Marllism-Leninism-Bonkerism, but their line on victory _. committee, sorry, Central Committee, of the Spartacist
to the FDR/FMLN is unimpeachable. They should iU8t,--. . . League, taking grave exception to my ascription of Marx-
learn to stop aeting like assholes. After all, most of the iat-Leninist-Bonkerism to their group and also to my
demonstrators on the main march probably ~pOWle vic- PRESSCUJ)S injunction that they stop beha~ l~ke assholes.
tory for the FDR/FMLN too, The SparlaCiSts do havEo I .--------------.---- -~ Actually, I thought I was bemg Dlce to the Sparta. A
catchy banners. I partirularly liked the one reading"Long------~y~!!x~!J' ~~~~.~__ tougher, and more accurate portrayal would have taken I'

Live the Party/of Luxemburg/Jogicbesa/Warski/and . them to task for unremitting sectaria.nism tak~n to the
Wers Kostrzewa/Spartacist." I -6 April 1982 13 April 1982- level of active sabotage of left efforts to press towards the---- ~.- ~-~-------------------------J good, the true and the beautiful. The day before the

March 27 march in Washington, partially organiz~ by
CISPES, Jan Norden, the editor of the Spartpapel',
Workers Vanguard, came by the Voice office to suggest
that "700 baseball bat-wielding thugs" were set to attack:
the Spart contingent in Washington DC, Evidence for
liuch intention? "Phonecalls." How many phoneca1ls,"
"Two." Whence the phonecalls? Norden didn't know, But
he still kept talking about the threat of "deadly force".

It struck me at the time, and I suggested as much to
Norden, that he was plOdding round the newspapers with
this idiotic story just to get publicity for the Spart
counter-demo. He denied all, of course. And in Washing
ton there was no sign of these mythical 700 baseball bat
wielding thugs. What did happen was that the Sparts
tried to break into the main demonstration, with low-level
violence being used to that end., Workers Vanguard has a
ludicroU8ly mendadoU8 account of the march in it6latest
issue, with a proud reprinting of an AP photo of thei:l
banners. For Marxist-Leninists, they sure love the bour·
:eois media.

We comment elsewhere (see facing page) on the
compelling political reasons for the urgent appetite of
the soft left to strangle the life out of our outspoken
revolutionary socialist organization by any and all
available means (other than the Marxist one of
political confrontation).

But Alexander Cockburn's contribution genuinely
perplexes us both as to his content and tone, as
should be obvious to any reader of these exchanges
with him. He is not known to us except through his
Village Voice column "Press Clips" in which many of
his responses to topical political events rather parallel
our own. Certainly, reading the exchange on its face
shows him to be rude, intemperate and generally
projecting the sort of character that he would label us
as. And relatedly, it's doubtless no accident, as they
say, that he didn't quote a single sentence from
comrade Brosius' sober letter to him which he used
for his reply "Assholes Revisited."

Rude and intemperate, self-evidently. How about
truthful? Cockburn says: .. Workers Vanguard has a

Editorial Reply:
So What Makes Cockburn Run?

16 APRIL 1982 7
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Letters
[received 6 April 1982]
Baltimore, Md.

The Spartacist League

Comrades,

Please let me congratulate you on
the exemplary manner in which you
led the Anti-Imperialist Contingent
this past Saturday in Washington,
D.C. Despite the exclusion, provoca
tion and police pressure your posi
tions and program reached the
masses and you stand today as the
only visible revolutionary commu
nist force in this country. Was also
rather a sterling way in which you
had the entire demonstration pass in
review. If you can't join them out
smart 'em.

Having been thinking, these past
few days, of the significance of the
exclusionary tactics of the pop-front
anti-war coalition. These are ex
tremely reactionary times. Fascist
and Klan activity are on the increase
throughout the country (with some
recent blatant acts being carried out

March 28, 1982

Dear CISPES,

I am writing out ofconcern over the
relationship between CISPES and the
Spartacist League. I have attended
the May 3 and March 27 marches on
Washington as well as the two New
York CISPES marches and have been
deeply troubled by police interven
tion. Whatever contradictions I have
with the Spartacist League, I have
deeper contradictions with the police.
I cannot condone CISPES calling in
the police to form a wall between two
left groups. I feel that you are creating
a false sense of fear in people's minds
by creating the spectacle of police in
riot helmets protecting 75,000 dem
onstrators from 100 Sparts. I also feel
that rumors of violence are much
exaggerated. Ihave personally viewed
confrontations between CISPES and
the Sparts that I later heard reported
in a distorted manner portraying the
Sparts as having caused violence

[12 April 1982]

Dear Editor:

On March 27 I travelled via MAD
bus [Mothers and Others Against
the Draft] to Washington, D.C. to
participate in the demonstration
against U.S. involvement in El
Salvador. Before leaving the bus, a
spokesman entered and warned
everyone to stay away from the
"obnoxious Spartacist League" who
would try to force us to march under
their flag calling for military victory
to the leftist insurgents.

Throughout the morning, I
collected many leaflets and pieces of
literature. One of the flyers contained
a letter the Spartacist League had
written to CISPES asking that all the
various contingents march together
in unity. While I was reading the
letter a man walking by told me,
"That letter is bullshit." He told me

Main Enemy ...
(continued from page 6)

concretely, rather than hail the esta
blished ]\; icara~uan leadership and
pre~ent FDR/FML~ proposals for a
sheer sellcllt. as expounded by one
,~;ll!lermo Manuel llngo. a vice
presiJc}:t of the Second Inter nati,)nal
and chic' spokesman for the fighters
v,'ho do fac~ "'t~:;\ olulion or Death," \\'e
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in this area). The present administra
tion in Washington is flexing their
brain cells trying to figure out more
ways to steal from the workers and
poor so as to build up their military
might for thrusts against the workers
states. Unions are biting the bullet or
rolling over and playing dead. And
now the entire left (CP, SWP,
YAWF, RCP, CWP, etc., etc.) has
blocked with the so called left
bourgeoisie to both pressure the
ruling bourgeois sector and exclude
the communists from their activities.
These are the same people who
condemn martial-law in Poland,
police state tactics in the USSR and
the bourgeoisie's anti-democratic
methods. However, March 27, 1982
will forever remain in my memory as
the day the left in this country
declared war on communists. It sets
the working class up for possible
defeat at the hands of an ultra
reactionary fascistic bourgeoisie....

Yours for a socialist world,
Charlie Minster

when none occurred. Also, it has been
my experience with the Sparts that
they rely exclusively on rhetoric and
analysis. They are not one of the left
groups that uses violenceand physical
disruption as a tactic.

Secondly, on the issue ofexclusion
because of political platform-the
Spart line "Military Victory to Left
Wing Insurgents" is a reasonable
perspective in the spectre of support
for the El Salvadoran left. I found the
equally large contingent of Palestini
ans chanting "Zionism is Racism" to
be more simplistic. I found the
presence of Catholic Left anti
abortionists to be more threatening
and I found the presence of the anti
gay Revolutionary Communist Party
to be more offensive.

I will continue to support your
events, but as a feminist, I am deeply
troubled by the over-reaction of
CISPES to the Sparts.

Sarah Schulman

the "real letter," issued previously,
told everyone to "bring beer bottles
and start a riot." I asked him if I
could see this letter. He then in
formed me he had actually not seen
the letter, but had been told about it
by many "informed sources."

What happened when I tried to
join the Anti-Imperialist Contingent
was quite different from what I had
been told by the "informed sources."
Instead of being forced under the
Anti-Imperialist flag by those "ob
noxious Spartacists," I found myself
face-to-face with police and men
linked arm-in-arm who would not let
me join. The aggressive and repres
sive force was not the Spartacist
League, but was instead the organiz
ers of the demonstration who would
not let me demonstrate for what I
believe in.

S.M.
Garden City Park, L.I.

call for "No sellouts-Break the popular
front-For military victory to the leftist
insurgents." We point out that a lot of
these Salvadoran peasants think they
are fighting for communism just like
their grandfathers in 1932. and that it
they lose imperialism will be both
strengthened and emboldened against
the Soviet hloe. So this gores the ox of
both everyb'Jdy with it Stalinist zppetite
to make a deal with anything from
Hitler to Churchill and Roosevelt and

those often inside the same skin who
want to be part of a new Democratic
Party coalition to rule America.

Finally, and relatedly, America is in a
deep recession: companies going bank
rupt, massive demands for "givebacks"
being placed upon unions.This slashing
of wages and conditions hits all sections
of public employment (except for the
Pentagon). It is not easy to win
economic struggles in the middle of a
sharp downturn. It is, however, the
responsibility of any labor leadership to
resist as hard as they can, to fight when
and where necessary and to employ
means appropriate to the struggle. You
can't strike against mass layoffs but you
can damn well seize their factories, at
least for a while, and extract more from
them. Instead, the hideously overpaid
American labor officialdom sat by and
let a complete union, PATCO, be
destroyed, intimidating the whole ofthe
class when anyone or two or four or five
unions could have turned the whole
thing around and made Reagan eat it.

Our role and weight in the labor
movement is modest but we have sought
at every critical juncture to pursue the
class struggle by any and every feasible
means. Thus we have not been back
ward in denouncing these miserable
sellout labor bureaucrats. We know,
and the trade-union bureaucrats know,
that it is above all the black workers who
are paying the heaviest price. Mean
while the trade-union tops, along with
their liberal Democrat chums, preach
"Ignore the Klan and the Nazis, don't
stop them," as the fascists seek to
mobilize frightened white workers
against their much more desperately
worse"'off black brothers as scapegoats.

The Spartacists
So that's why they're coming after us

sixteen different ways. When the gov
ernment tries to libel us as terrorists one
way or another, we fought them off
pretty well in the courts. When the
liberals call us FBI agents, again we
want to avail ourselves oflegal processes
against such infamous libel-and libel
means they know it's a lie, but they
could care less. We have 17 volumes
from FBI files through the Freedom of
Information Act which document, we
estimate, only about one-fifth of what
the FBI has done to us in the last 18
years. But that couldn't matter less to
those who want El Salvador safe for
imperialism, who want the pope and the
bankers running Russia and a Kennedy
in the White House. They're running
point for repression against us.

Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht were held accountable by
the German social-democrats and their
allies, all the way up to the German
general staff, for a lot of Germany's
troubles, not least the defeat of the
fatherland and the associated popular
revolution. (Luxemburg in particular
a woman, a foreigner and a Jew-was
also accused of having taken enemy
money.) Most of the left in Germany
was united in the opinion that in any
case the Spartacists led by Luxemburg
and Liebknecht were crazy, irresponsi
ble wild men, who if not stopped cold
would block Germany's road to prog
ress and, in orderly due course, social
ism. On 13 January 1919, Vorwiirts, the
principal daily newspaper of the Ger
man Social Democracy, carried the
following poem:
Many hundred corpses in a row,

proletarians!
Powder, iron and lead don't ask

if to the right or left it's a Spartacist,
proletarians....

Who sent force into the streets,
proletarians?

Who first took weapons to hand
and burned for a showdo'wn?
Spartakus~

~j,1aLY hundred c()rpsesin a ro\.v,
pr(itetar~ans.

Ka;·;' Rc'sz, .. Radek & Co.
?\ ot one of then1 is there, not one of

them is there.
prQletarian~.

Within days, Luxemburg and Lieb
knecht were butchered. The Communist
Party of Germany was defeated, and in
due course, a decade later, Germany got
Hitler.

In Russia, Lenin and Trotsky had a
party, a mass workers party. And indue
course, Paris nightclubs got authentic
Grand Dukes as doormen.

As James P. Cannon never tired of
saying, the United States is the most
powerful country on earth. Barring
nuclear holocaust, a revolution here
must carry the balance of the world with
it, not least wiping away the parasitic
Stalinist bureaucracies should they still
be around then. The truism still holds: in
Russia the revolution was (relatively!)
easy, but in isolation the sequel was
long, hard and uncertain. In America
the reverse is true: hard to dislodge the
rulers, but a great advanced country,
ideal for a planned economy and
satisfaction of the people's needs. No
Paris for General Al Haig, not even ifhe
gets a fifth star; maybe in their measured
compassion the world's workers would
make him doorman in Tripoli outside
Qaddafi's cafe.•

Cockburn...
(continued from page 7)

evidence is clear and complete,
Cockburn-you did not distort, you lied
in this particular matter. The courts
hold that the rest of such a person's
testimony is rightly suspect, at best.

And it's a particularly nasty lie for
you especially. Presumably you agree
that those who have the same kind of
political position in such a demonstra
tion should not be kept forcibly apart.
But you claim to have that very position
of military victory yet defend those who
did their level best-by themselves and
then backed by the police-to block
such assembly. To liar, one must add
hypocrite.

It is idle to speculate on your motives,
e.g., maybe a Spart ran off with your
lover; maybe you are a congenital
political centrist now smoked out (i.e.,
"centrism" defined by Lenin as "revolu
tionary in words, reformist in deeds");
maybe you are not your own master;
maybe; maybe; maybe.

There is another kind of considera
tion, too. Cockburn is a well-known
columnist; doubtless he sees the Sparta
cist League as a tiny, pariah group
which he can do to as he sees fit. Well,
he's not entirely wrong. But in this
country we don't have a seamless set of
"old boys" networks and it's not clear
he's part of much of one, anyhow. And
this country hasn't (yet) gone whole hog
on an official secrets act, nor the mutual
self-protection racket which lies behind
it, either. Finally, the SL has been
around for eighteen years. Eighteen
years in which we've worked hard to
build and maintain a reputation for
veracity (which is why WV prints not
only a lot of corrections, but also, as in
this case, the relevant texts of opponent
material). Just now it looks like half the
country wants to get us as crazy, violent
KGB! FBI-CIA agents and communists.
So Cockburn can blithely think he can't
help but get away with it. Well times
change and not everybody loves a
frame-up, not by a long shot.

In any case, for whatever reason, you
are now locked in as a publicist for those
who would strike a deadly blow against
revolutionary Marxism in this country.

One more maybe: maybe just too
much Malraux has gone to your head:
. .. as I wandered Malcolm X park I
found an old. blind Spartacist chanting
the Wera Kostrzewa as he twanged a
primitive guitar. It'hat better person((i
cation of Sparturism. of this circle of
sectarienism. could I have jrJUnd than
that old saho!i!w whose honker;s!
strains had ('e~.L)'e(!;o £l7teteSf (in\" h~ll lhr
Spari's as the)' squalled flTOlJti.C! h irn
partaking of humcn flesh, an W16)I!U

nate Cispie having \1andev cd into their
rllidst .. ..•
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A SpartaCls! Pamphlet $100

communists at anti-war demonstra
tions. They especially do not want
demonstrators or the public exposed
to the SL, a Trotskyist organization
which openly calls for military
victory to the Salvadorean Left, not
"peace talks," and which asserts that
Reagan's war drive in Central Amer
ica is part of a general offensive
against Cuba and the USSR. The SL
believes that Ungo's F.D.R. in El
Salvador and the liberal-pacifist
CISPES coalition in the U.S. are
inviting disaster-in fact, inviting a
holocaust-with their promises of
"pluralism," their advocacy of"nego
tiations," and their refusal to adopt a
frankly pro-working class position in
the Salvadorean class war. The
Spartacists deny that Democratic
Party "doves" or Reds masquerading
as liberals can mobilize the American
people against imperialism. Only a
movement which draws the class line
can do that.

THAT is why the CISPES organ
izers don't want the SL at their
party-not because the Spartacists
are violent, but because they are
horror of horrors!-revolutionary
socialists. That is also why, when it
was announced that Tom Janota of
the Anti-Imperialist Contingent
would speak at Antioch on March
26, the law school was deluged with
phone calls threatening that, if
Janota spoke at Antioch, there
would be "trouble." The meeting was
moved to another location in order to
avoid exposing unwary students to a
goon attack. Thanks to "progres
sives" like these militant phone
callers, Antioch students were de
prived of the chance to hear Janota
and to see the great film, "Revolution
or Death."

In response to those who would
bar communists like the men and
women of the Anti-Imperialist Con
tingent from using Antioch facilities,
I say: either this school is open to all
political tendencies on the Left or it is
open to none. And I ask this
question: who are you working for?
The Democrats who brought us the
Bay of Pigs and the Indochina War?
It's time to tell the truth, folks, not to
hide behind Bella Abzug's skirts! The
choice in El Salvador, and ultimately
in the United States, is "Revolution
or Death."

-

Class war in EI Salvador:
From La Matanza massacre of
1932 to the front line of Reagan's
Cold War. Articles from Workers
Vanguard, Young Spartacus.
(40 pages, $1.00)

spartacist
Pamphlet

DE~NSTl\ATrON PROVOCATION: "On Saturday, at the EI Salvador ;:1emonatration, we
witnessed the .unprovoked attack on demonstrators by members of the S..... 'l.rticist League.
It was clear that the purpose of this planned attack was to try to provoke 2- violent alterca
tion that would require police intervention. The League's apparent objective was to insti81te
violence which would discredit the demonstration. Violent disrup~ion of progressive demon
-et:ationa appears to be the favorite tactic of the League. §In evaluating this organization"
we should not be fooled by their socialist rhetoric. Their actions on Saturday showed them
to be violent provocateurs rather than progressive activists. §J.t is perplexing to us tha~ an
in&t;tution like Antioch would make its facilities availabl.e to this group (They had a table
set uP and pa~...ed out literature last week•• ed.] We must recognize that by allowing this
group to use our facilities.,. it is perceived by the community that we support .their activities.- lI

James A. Yancey; [Box 448] &. Jonathan Zucker 1B0x 202]
§CA1.ENoAR - - - - - - - CALENDAR - - - - - - - - -CALENDARf
APlUL I : National Lawyers Guild Meeting. APlUL 6 : Discussion on squatting. 1:15 p. m,

Antioch School of Law
Washington, D.e.
April 6, 1982

Spartacist Publishing Co.

Dear Friends,

I enclose an item from the Antioch
School of Law's Rumor Mill ("Dem
onstration Provocation," 4/1/82),
and my response, which will run in
the same newsletter next week.

In struggle,
Rich Rubenstein
(Academic Dean)

In last week's Rumor Mill, two
Antioch students claimed to have
witnessed "an unprovoked attack on
demonstrators by members of the
Spartacist League" at the March 27
El Salvador demo. The alleged
purpose of this "attack" was to
provoke police intervention and
discredit the demonstration. The
students demand that the Spartacist
League be excluded from using ASL
facilities.

I suggest that the students either
did not understand what they saw on
March 27 or do not care to under
stand it. I suggest further that their
attack on the Spartacist League is
slanderous, and that their demand
that the SL be denied the use of
Antioch facilities is repressive, if not
Stalinoid. Save us all from such
"progressives."

The confrontation on March 27
was the direct result of attempts by
some of the groups involved in the
demonstration-in particular, the
Workers World Party and YAWF
to exclude the SL's Anti-Imperialist
Contingent from Malcolm X Park.
The "unprovoked attack" witnessed
by the students was an attempt to
break through an exclusionary goon
squad. When it succeeded, the cops
were called to cordon off the commu
nists of the Anti-Imperialist Contin
gent, and to keep the demonstration
safe for the Democratic Party.

All over the country, the Spartacist
League is being violence-baited,
accused of being CIA agents, etc., by
"progressives" who do not want

Make payable/mail to:
Spartacist Publishing Co.
Box 1377 GPO
New York, NY 10116
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what the Spartacist League had to say.

-Michael McHugh

I am a sympathizer of the AIC of
Central American background.

About 11:30 I tried to enter the Ale.
There wasn't a very concentrated line of
thugs-they were just one man deep
and there were fewer police on the
southeast side of the AIC, on the side of
the park where there were literature
tables. The police were interspersed
along the line of the thugs. So I tried to
enter from that side. Two thugs came up
to me and said, "No, there's no entrance
here." A policeman nearby said the
same: "There's no entrance here."

I went up to the line of goons on the
northwest side of the AIC and asked,
"What's going on here? Why do you
have a line separating the AIC from the
demonstration?" One of the women
goons answered me, "They [the Ale]
are provocateurs." I started arguing
with her and accused them of being
reformists. I said, "I don't belong to any
political party, but I have read and
known the different newspapers of the
leftist groups and I have discovered that
excluding the AIC is· ridiculous. It's
carried out by CIS PES and other left
groups. I see the Ale's slogans, and they
seem to me to be the best. Their slogans
have a working class perspective.
They're in solidarity with those who are
fighting in El Salvador. I don't under
stand why the reformist groups want to
hide these slogans." She had few words
to explain what the AIC was, and in the
end, to justify their reformist political
line, she told me, "They're CIA agents."
Then she drew back. She didn't want to
continue the argument because it was
hard for her to explain their reformist
politics as well as the exclusionary
actions carried out against the AIC that
I had seen at this and other
demonstrations.

Jose

Rallying Cries
Dear Editor:

Teresa Carpenter, oh-so-wide-eyed and -bewildered,
stumbled along the edges of the March 27 El Salvador
protest with only an ill-informed and equally lost lamb
to guide her [Voice, April 6]. Apparently, she had never
heard of coalition politics, and wondered at the "curiously
diffuse" collection of organizations represented-a "trade
fair" for "partisan goods," she concluded. Of course, by
her own admission, she did not listen to any of the rally
speakers, many of whom related repressive U.S. foreign
policies to social problems at home and emphasized the
need for coalitions' i

Between bouts of ~~~ffl'~~~~r8~penterin
terspersed ina~~~,._{/smugly discreditingx;~e "new
activism".so successfully avoided that day.:t'~r the
recor<!;i~ISPESsupports Salvadoran se1f-determ",~ion

bYi~itary victory or negotiation, and the Sparta".ts
w~J:e never "denied permission to assemble and mar'"
...,. the rally organizers. Had she investigated the "fra~rr

~ missed she would have discovered that in this "b~~

Of street theater," the Spartacists were armed with billY
clu~>apd sent three CISPES demonstrators ~.i~e
hospital'The police did not act as a "barrier," did nothing
to prevent the. assault, and made no arrests.

The demonstration had nothing to do with assassina
tion theories, Moynihan's feet, Amtrak, or Carpen~r's

taste for "pleasant martyrdom." The characterization of
participants in progressive politics as mere travelers on
a "protest circuit" or "passing marks" for political
hawkers is exactly the kind of misrepresentation pro
moted by the right. Her coy quips from the fringe
deceptively headlined as a report on the march-effec
tively silenced the 50,000 voices raised in solidarity with
the Salvadoran people.

-Vincent Brevetti and Fay Hansen
East 13th Street

* '* *** **

Editorial comment
re: "the Spartaclsts
were armed with
billy clubs." Thus
liars Brevettl and
Hansen Implicitly
call for the use of
weapons against
Spartaclsts. One can
be sure It matters not
at all to B. and H.
that, among other
video tapes made of
the skirmish, ABC
News ran It network
wide. And lots of
photographs taken,
witnesses present
and the cops moved
in. Not a weapon
seen or found. But
that just puts you
right in there with
AI Halg.

4/8/82
CISPES joined hands with the police

on March 27th to exclude and censor
the stand of the Spartacist League of
"Military Victory to Salvadoran Left
ists." As a marcher in the Washington
rally, I was physically denied access to
the Spartacist gathering at Farragut
Park by a line of police and CIS PES
supporters when I tried to join the
Sparts to listen. CISPES people tried to
hustle me along urging to "Never mind"
and "Don't bother listening" while
police made a pushing match of any
attempt to cross the line. I was forced to
proceed around the police line and back
against the flow of the rally to listen to

April 8, 1982

On March 27 I had participated in the
demonstration against U.S. interven
tion in El Salvador. At this demonstra
tion I had attempted to participate in a
demonstration held by the Spartacist
League. At this point I was detained and
stopped from crossing over to partake
of the speaker's viewpoint. This det~1J:

tion took the form of police with an
overenthusiastic sense of duty and
CISPES marshals. I feel this type of
harassment was unnecessary.

-Eugene Segreda

* * * * * * *

Statement on Washington March 27,
1982

My name is Wilfred M. Thomas and I
participated in a demonstration in
Washington in support of U.S. out of El
Salvador.

I experienced at the demonstration
two separate struggles and intervention
of students and police to separate and
censor people from involvement in the
Spartacist group.

-Wilfred M. Thomas
4-7-82
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DSOC Becomes DSA

Harrington~ Giveback Socialists
To cover its real program of

"realigning" the Democratic Party of
Kennedy and Carter, Michael Har
rington's Democratic Socialist Organ
izing Committee (DSOC) has always
boasted of its ties to labor. Like
prominent DSOCer "Wimpy" Winpi
singer, the head of the Machinists
union. This "seat of the pants socialist"
more than any other union (mis)leader
stabbed the PATCO strikers in the
back by refusing to shut down the
airports last fall. Or their support to
Time magazine's "man of the year,"
Lech Walesa. This led DSOC to make
common cause with Pilsudskiite anti
Semites and Ronald Reagan when
Polish Solidarnosc' counterrevolu
tionary bid for power was checked in
December. Now the Harringtonites
are trying to sell the mammoth
auto givebacks by packaging them in
"socialist" wrappers.

At a conference last month in
Detroit DSOC swallowed the New
American Movement, an organization
of aging New Lefters, and changed its
name to Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA). The conference,
which was devoid of political discus-

~
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Doug Fraser
(left) and

Michael
Harrington:

The sellout artist
and his lawyer.

sion, did manage to make one clear-cut
political statement however: on open
ing night a special "Award for Social
Justice" was bestowed upon Ray
Majerus, secretary-treasurer of the
United Auto Workers (UAW). Even
some DSAers reportedly fretted over
this, since Majerus' special contribu
tion to "social justice" these days
consists in ramming through give
backs in American Motors.

As if to answer the doubtists in his
own ranks, the following week Har
rington brought his "giveback social
ism" to the New York Times (30

{<t,

./
~.

March) Op-Ed page. Harrington listed
UAW president Doug Fraser's $5
billion concessions among the "alter
natives" to Reagan's "cruel and un
workable policies"! (He also took up
Fraser's "yellow peJ'il" rhetoric, warn
ing against "importing Japanese capi
talism.") Harrington excused the
bonanza for the auto bosses by
claiming that "the UAW also has
pushed for a say in decisions-pricing,
plant closings, subcontracting-that
used to be considered the sacred
prerogative" of the companies.

Some "say"! In 1979 Fraser was

given a "say" in the Chrysler board
room in return for $1 billion, paid out
of the workers' paychecks. For three
years he has had his "say" while the
Chrysler capitalists have destroyed
more than 40,000 jobs! Harrington
calls this the "democratization of
corporate control." We call it betrayal.
Such schemes to improve capitalism
serve only to derail union struggles and
to divert the working class from its real
aim: socialist revolution to replace the
boom-bust system of capitalism with a
rationally planned economy.

Recently Harrington's group has
eclipsed the anti-Trotskyist Socialist
Workers Party as the hegemonic
social-democratic formation in the
U.S. Over the years these pseudo
socialists have certainly earned Trot
sky's description of the labor aristoc
:-acy: junior stockholders in
imperialism. Harrington was titular
head of the Socialist Party for years
while the SP supported the U.S. war in
Vietnam. Now his DSA works to
prevent another "Vietnam tragedy,"
(i.e., the overthrow of capitalism) in El
Salvador. "State Department social
ists" abroad, they are "giveback
socialists" at home. Ties to labor?
Harrington supports the Fraser wing
of the American union bureaucracy,
not against the companies but against
their own ranks. We Trotskyists, in
contrast, stand with the 105,000 UAW
members who voted against the
Fraser/Harrington GM sellout.

GM ...
(continued from page 12)
"Impossible are the independent or
semi-independent reformist trade un
ions. Wholly possible are revolutionary
trade unions which not only are not
stockholders of imperialist policy but
which set as their task the direct
overthrow of the rule of capitalism"
("Trade Unions in the Epoch of Imperi
alist Decay," August 1940). A political
struggle must be waged, starting from
the basic needs of working people and
minorities, for a transitional program
which can lead the fight to the only real
solution: a workers government which
institutes a planned economy, of pro
duction for social need rather than
capitalist profit.

For Sitdowns Against Layoffs/
Concessions-All wings of the UAW
bureaucracy accept layoffs as "neces
sary," and only argue that cutting down
the size of the workforce should be done
"rationally." The fruits of this no-fight
policy are the loss of over 600,000 jobs
(including the auto industry suppliers)
and concessions now amounting to $5
billion at Chrysler, Ford and GM. In
announcing the ratification on April 9
Fraser noted that the highest votes for
the sellout contract came from plants
with big layoffs or facing shutdown. The
refusal to fight layoffs creates these
conditions in which concessions can be
squeezed out of the workers by

blackmail.
The downward spiral of concessions

and layoffs can only be halted by
militant labor struggle. In February at
Ford's enormous River Rouge plant in
Dearborn the Rouge Militant Caucus
called for a two-day sit-in demonstra
tion, to "turn things around and put us
on the offensive against the bosses and
their concessions drive." By holding
plants like the Rouge hostage for 48
hours, auto workers could rally broad
sections of the working class and the
ghetto poor into common action, while
attacking the "principle" of private
ownership of the factories.

For Labor/Black Mobilizations to
Stop the Nazis/Klan-The "SS Action
Group" that was run out of Ann Arbor
on March 20 now threatens to march in
the heart oflabor/black Detroit in May.
As the economy slides downward,
fascist groups find fertile ground for
convincing frustrated middle-class
whites that blacks, unions, leftists and
Jews are the sources of their problems.
Isolated fascist terror attacks are al
ready occurring. If these small groups
are permitted to gain confidence and
support, they will eventually target
powerful organizations like the heavily
black UAW.

Detroit is a segregated city. But the
auto plants are integrated: black and
white workers work together and
struggle together against the bosses. It's
here, in the plants, that the social power

resides that can be mobilized to smash
the fascist menace. A key element in the
success of the March 20 Ann Arbor
mobilization was the work of the
Spartacist League and Local 600 mili
tants to bring this working-class power
to the fore.

For International Working-Class
Solidarity-After years of cultivating
an image as a socially progressive union,
the UAW has become the rabid advo
cate of protectionism. Love the Ameri
can auto bosses, hate Japanese auto
workers is Fraser's poisonous message.
In his speech to the Cleveland City Club
tycoons Fraser said that democratic
values were "foreign to the culture of
Japan" and complained that Japan was
undermining the anti-Soviet campaign
by selling pipe-laying equipment to the
Russians. Besides leading the racist anti
Japanese chorus, Fraser expressed
satisfaction that the U.S. has "the means
to devastate the Soviet Union."

Such gung-ho support for American
imperialism is common to every high
placed union official in the country,
from Reaganite reactionary to social
democratic. Beating the drums for
imperialist trade wars only paves the
way to shooting wars in the future. Only
those who are willing to fight the
capitalists' attacks on workers abroad
can wage an effective fight against the
concessions.

Break With the Democrats-For
Labor Action to Bring Down Reagan-

Trotsky wrote that the labor aristocracy
and the reformist bureaucrats are
required by monopoly capitalism to
"become transformed into its political
police before the eyes of the working
class." For decades the union bureau
crats have peddled their alliance with
the capitalist Democratic Party by
obtaining crumbs for the masses of
workers, minorities and poor. Today,
though, there are no crumbs to be had.
Democrats and Republicans alike vote
to burn up social programs as fuel for
the trillion dollar anti-Soviet arms
buildup, and the Fraser/Kirkland bu
reaucracy go along.

The Trotskyists of the Spartacist
League fight for a workers party forged
in the struggle to oust misleaders like
Fraser from the unions, a party that can
lead the working masses in struggle to
bring down Reagan. Such a party would
organize sitdowns against layoffs and
concessions. It would lead massive
labor/black mobilizations to smash
fascist terror. It would initiate labor
action, boycotting military cargo, to aid
leftist insurgents in El Salvador. A class
struggle workers party would fight to
defend the gains of the Russian
Revolution-planned economy, state
monopoly of foreign trade-from at
tack by the imperialists. Only a revolu
tionary workers party can successfully
lead the working masses and oppressed
minorities in the fight for a workers
government. •
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Michigan Daily Howls Over Nazi Defeat
We publish below a letter submitted

to the Michigan Daily.

11 April 1982

To the Editor:

March 20th marks an important
victory: the day the Nazis were run out of
Ann Arbor. Some 2,000 workers, stu
dents, minorities, heavily supported by
area labor unions, responded to the call
for action of the Spartacist League
initiated Committee to Stop the Nazis on
March 20th. But for those who did not
want to see the Nazis stopped, March
20th was a shameful defeat. So the
Michigan Daily is howling about "vio
lence." In your editorial on March 23,
titled, "Placing the Blame," you blame
not the Nazi storm troopers who came
with their brownshirts and swastikas to
terrorize decent citizens, but the militant
anti-Nazi demonstrators who organized
to stop them.

"On Saturday they caused trouble,"
editorializes the Michigan Daily, siding
with the Nazis against their enemies. The
ubiquitous "they" refers here to "revolu
tionary groups." For the Michigan Daily
"nothing could be more reproachable
than the methods of these groups."
Stopping the Nazis seems to b~justabout

* * * * *

the worst thing the Michigan Daily
editors can imagine, calling "the whole
scene [on March 20] a horrendous
spectacle unmatched in recent Ann
Arbor history." With insulting arro
gance unmatched even in recent college
newspaper editorials, the Michigan
Daily applies the lessons of the McCar
thy school of journalism suggesting that
the anti-Nazi demonstrators were com
mie dupes: "They [the revolutionaries]
manipulated the anger of the crowd ...."
In fact all of the left groups lagged
woefully behind the spontaneous action
of the crowd, which needed no "manipu
lation" to stop the hated Nazis.

Unlike the Michigan Daily, which
weeps over the "Constitutional rights" of
the "innocent" Nazis, the 2,000 Ann
Arbor residents who stopped them know
what they are. The survivors of Hitler's
death camps know that "free speech" is
not the issue with these terrorists, who
are looking for an "American Hitler to
gas the niggers and kikes." And Cynthia
Steel, the black Michigan woman who
had her hand blown off by the Klan,
knows that the genocidal terrorists are
not just a threat in the future and the dim
past. A Nazi lynch mob is not a debating
society.

Why has the Michigan Daily so
obviously lined up with the Nazis against

those who fight them? Because they are
smarting from the political defeat they
suffered along with the Nazis on March
20, when the mayor's diversionary "let's
ignore the Nazis" rally flopped. Despite
the Daily's incessant campaign of
violence-baiting the Committee rally in
an effort to keep away demonstrators,
hundreds of University of Michigan
students made the clear decision to stop
the Nazis, not ignore them.

That is why the Daily is hopping mad
at the Spartacist League and the Com
mittee to Stop the Nazis. And that is why
they are now spoiling for an anti-red
witchhunt. So while the cry has gone up
for "free speech" for Nazis, the Spartacus
Youth League has become the victim of
gag law on the University of Michigan
campus, as the cops slap the SYL with
multiple summonses for passing out
leaflets!

But more than mere hypocrisy is
involved in blaming the left for the
violence of the fascists (although there is
plenty of hypocrisy). The Michigan
Daily is a crude collegiate reflection of
the big-time capitalist press. After the
Greensboro massacre in which the
KKK/Nazis gunned down anti-fascist
demonstrators in broad daylight, the
New York Times called it a "shootout"
between two equally violent groups. The

Daily wants to go the Times one better
portraying the communists as more
violent than the Nazis. Behind this
journalistic campaign of witchhunting
the left and covering-up for the Nazis is
the ominous fact that the fascists in all of
their forms are becoming more accept
able to an increasingly desperate capital
ist class. The racist union-busting scum
are seen as the future shock troops
needed to save decaying capitalism in
crisis.

The Michigan Daily was particularly
irritated by the SL's "banners [which]
flew at the City Hall rally proclaiming an
end to the Reagan war drive." For the
Daily, such a program is"completely out
of place in protesting the Nazi threat."
But in fact the alarming and increasing
growth of the fascist groups is taking
place in the fringes of the anti-Soviet war
drive. It is the Cold War and racist
policies of both capitalist parties that
have given the green light to the KKK/
Nazis. And they are helped out consider
ably by the capitalist press. It will take the
SL program of mass labor/black mobili
zation to stop them. That's what stopped
the fascists here-not the courts, police
or the bleating of liberal sheep.

Michele Lubke
Spartacus Youth League

"'F
I',

stage a -"successful" racist provocation
to overcome the demoralization of his
little gang. The "SS Action Group"
claims they are coming to Detroit to
demand freedom for Rudolf Hess,
convicted ~azi war criminal. Undoubt
edly made edgy by the mobilization in
Ann Arbor, the first response of the
Detroit city council was to refuse the
Nazis a permit. But working people
better not place any reliance on the
bosses' government. As Spartacist
League spokesman Don Andrews em
phasized in addressing the council on
March 31:

"This government is not neutral.
Neither the city council nor any other
agency of government has any business
taking up the question of a permit. The
power to regulate or censor political
activity will be used by the council
against labor and minorities.... This
council can be a big help to those of us
who recognize the Nazis for what they
are, architects and instigators of mass
murder. Give the police force a day off
on May 9th or whatever day they are
going to march. Surely one day off
won't bankrupt the city. Then the Nazis
can be confronted by the legitimate
anger and outrage of their victims and'
intended victims.
"The Spartacist League initiated the
Committee to Stop the Nazis on March
20 which brought together over 2,000
demonstrators, blacks, Jews, auto work
ers from Ypsilanti who drove the Nazis,
the Hitler-lovers, out of Ann Arbor,and
Ann Arbor residents are safer for it. If
they show up here in Detroit, they
should be met by tens of thousands of
workers, black people, Jewish people.
Otherwise a lot of people here, includ
ing people on this council, might get
first-hand experience of what fascist
terror means. That need not happen and
that must not happen."

What the fascists really want is to
establish a foothold in urban Detroit.
They want to set up their race-terror and
labor-hating operation in the midst of
heavy unemployment and seething
discontent. The KKK threatened to hit
Detroit in November 1979 to "cele
brate" the Greensboro massacre. But
the SL and trade-union militants organ
ized a 500-strong demonstration, in
cluding many black auto workers,
which made certain "The Klan Won't
Ride in the Motor City!" The Nazis
hoped that Ann Arbor would be a
staging area for Detroit. But 2,000
stopped tbem in their tracks on March
20. Now they are running with their tails
between their legs. Labor and blacks of
Detroit have the power to finish the job.
Sweep the Nazis off the streets for
good!.

pus leftists, They completely ignored the
labor movement. And the RWL even
refused to print a telephone number on
the "Coalition" leaflet saying they were
afraid the Nazis would find them.

Even though the "Coalition" tried to
sabotage the effort to stop the Nazis at
every step, they were offered speakers at
the rally. But they contemptuously
refused any united action. And then on
March 20 they showed up with their
own competing sound system, hoping to
drown out the labor-backed rally. We
scratched that. And now with the media
screaming about leftists provoking
"mob violence" the RSL-RWL are
chiming in, denouncing the SL as
"political gangsters" and "thugs." They
have spent far more time protesting our
refusal to allow them to disrupt the
demonstration than they ever did
building anything. They are doing the
dirty work for the bosses.

Stop Nazis in Detroitl

The Nazis were routed in Ann Arbor
so their tinpot fuhrer Ted Dunn wants to

sional anti-Spartacists who inhabit the
area. At each point the Revolutionary
Workers League (RWL) and Revolu
tionary Socialist League (RSL) have
taken their cue from the liherals' hatred
of the revolutionaries. The RWL-RSL
"Coalit;on" wanted to "protest," not
stop the Nazis because they thought that
militant slogan would "alienate people."
When the SL-initiated Committee was
being violence-baited, they joined in.
Never did they on their own seek to mo
bilize anyone, except a handful of cam-

II

Ann Arbor, March 20: Cops rush in to protect Nazis from mass outrage.

were assassinated for self-expresssion,
and not one time during this era of
repression was the First Amendment
invoked ever. But when it comes to
trash and garbage like the Nazis and the
Klan, every law-enforcing agent in the
country lends a hand to protect this riff
raff."

Nevertheless the clatter about "vio
lence" and "non-violence" continues in
the press and on campus. It is not
motivated primarily by pacifism but by
a desire to see the anti-Nazi demonstra
tions stop. At bottom it is a strategy of
reinforcing the capitalist state. Another
letter in the same issue of the Ann Arbor
News is typical: "If and when they [the
Nazis] threaten society with violence,
only then should they be stopped,
through the courts-not through the
aggressive action of a group ofcitizens."
But the capitalist courts don't stop the
fascists, they go after the potential
victims who seek to defend themselves.

While the Ann Arbor city fathers, the
cops and press campaign against the
Committee to Stop the Nazis, they
receive plenty of help in this dirty anti
communist business from the profes-

they could kill. The hypocrisy of the
campaign for "free speech" for Nazis
(who after all are not talkers but
terrorists) was captured quite well by a
letter writer to the Ann Arbor News (28
March):

"I n my day I have seen Rap Brown run
out of Maryland for attempting to
express his viewpoint: Huey Newton
left California for pretty much the same
reason. The Black Panthers are gunned
down in Chicago, in the West Coast for
attempting to express a viewpoint.
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King

(con tinued from page 12)
about violations of the Nazis' "free
speech": "Mob Clashes with Nazis at
Rally," was the front-page headline of
the campus Michigan Daily, while the
Ann Arbor News (23 March) wrote that
"the reaction to the Nazis Saturday was
Nazi itself." A Michigan Daily editorial
ranted against leftists organizing "a
horrendous spectacle unmatched in
recent Ann Arbor history" (see our
letter in response, above). On the
contrary, this was the best moment of
recent Ann Arbor history! The 2,000
demonstrators who surrounded the
Hitlerites and pelted them should be
proud of their service to humanity.

The denunciations of "mob violence"
are a smokescreen to hide the class
standpoint of the bourgeoisie. Violence
is fine with the bosses, as long as it's
directed at the exploited and oppressed.
But when working people mobilize
independently on the picket lines, in the
streets or factories to defend their
interests, the ruling class goes nuts.
Today they single out the SL for
persecution in Ann Arbor because we
led the mass labor-centered mobiliza
tion that sent the fascists hightailing it
out of town. Seven union bodies
endorsed the call of the Committee to
Stop the Nazis, along with a number of
labor officials. The Committee also
gathered broad support from students,
relatives of holocaust survivors and
from Ann Arbor's small Slavic commu
nity. It is this spectacle of organized
labor and minorities united in action led
by socialists, by "reds," that gives the
ruling class the shivers.

The cops and University of Michigan
administration are not only vilifying the
SL-they are treating us as criminals.
On at least five separate occasions
supporters of the Committee and the
Spartacus Youth League (SYL) have
been issued summonses by the Ann
Arbor police. Our "crime": passing out
leaflets and posters on campus. It's
obscene: the Nazis get cop protection
and the bosses shed tears over the so
called violation of their "free speech"
while socialists and working people who
organized to stop these racist terrorists
are busted for distributing literature!

The accusation that the Committee
was for denying rights is pure bunk.
March 20 was not about preventing civil
rights, but stopping murderers before

Ann Arbor ...
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Liberal Backlash in Ann Arbor Because...
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Now Stop Them
in Detroit!

-,'~-~_._.~~------

ANN ARBOR-When 2.000 angry citi
zens drove a gang of Nazi punks out of
town on March 20, it was a badly needed
victory for working people. The anti
fascist demonstrators were responding
to a call for action issued by the
Committee to Stop the Nazis, initiated
by the Spartacist League (Sl). Saddled
with the nation's highest unemploy
ment, hit with pay cuts and concessions.
subjected to increasing racist attack. the
workers, minorities and students of
southern Michigan were not going to let
the Nazis stage a provocation in Ann
Arbor. So after their humiliating defeat
here, the fascists are threatening to
goose-step into the black proletarian
center of Detroit next month. The Sl
says: We stopped the Nazis in Ann
Arbor, now stop them in Detroit!

The local bourgeois establishment in
Ann Arbor is in a state of vindictive
frenzy because the mayor's diversionary
"ignore the Nazis" rally on March 20 fell
flat on its face. So now they are wailing

continued on page 11
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Ann Arbor, March 20: 2,000 respond to Committee call to stop the Nazis.
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GM Concessions Sp-lit UAW

Fight Fraser's Giveback Unionism!

WV Photo

Doug Fraser finally got his $3 billion
General Motors giveaway deal ratified
last week-by the paper-thin margin of
9,000 votes out of 220,000 cast. Over
105,000 United Auto Workers (UAW)
members-48 percent of those voting
turned thumbs down on a deal that was
backed by 95 percent of the union's GM
bargaining council. The results took the
pro-company UAW tops completely by
surprise and revealed deep-going anger
against the giveback offensive by Fraser
and the capitalists. Those who voted
against the GM deal knew that rejection
would mean a bitter fight when the
current contract was to run out in
September, and they were willing to
take the corporation on.

The massive outpouring against
Fraser's deal was a largely spontaneous
rank-and-file repudiation of the UAW
officialdom, from the local level on up.
Virtually every local president in the
country backed the agreement, includ
ing some who had led the short-lived
Locals Opposed to Concessions (LaC)
lashup in January. Ron Murray, a
former LaCer and head of UAW Local
735 at Hydra-matic, told the New York
Times (26 March) that the contract
"made sense in the current economic

climate." Another, Don Douglas of
Local 594 in Pontiac, predicted 60
percent of his local would agree to
concessions.

Nevertheless, both of these locals
rejected the concessions package.
Lordstown UAW Local 1112 president
Marlin Ford was on the II-member
negotiating committee and recom
mended adoption, but his local clob
bered the contract by four to one.
(Speaking in Cleveland to a collection of
City Club capitalists right after he
announced ratification of the GM
sellout, Fraser replied to a questioner,
"Jeez, I'm trying to forget Lordstown.")
But some contract opponents don't
intend to let Fraser forget. In Linden,
New Jersey where Fraser's sellout was
buried by a five-to-one margin, Local
595 leaders announced they would
challenge the nationwide election
results.

Auto workers have been backed into
a corner by speedup, job combinations
and heightening shop-floor harassment.
Layoffs have pushed Michigan's unem
ployment rate to over 16 percent at the
same time that Reagan's austerity cuts
have removed what little buffer there
was to keep laid-off workers from
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sinking below the welfare line. Supple
mental Unemployment Benefits funds
are practically dry. And now employed
GM workers are to join their brothers
and sisters at Ford and Chrysler in
taking whopping wage and benefit cuts
for the sake of capitalist profit. With the
labor fakers acting as company cops,

unrest in auto and other industries could
erupt into major class battles escaping
control by the blatantly pro-capitalist
Fraser/Kirkland bureaucracy.

The key to winning these battles is
leadership. Recession, austerity, give
backs-these have made it desperately
necessary to fight. But for what? And
how? More than 40 years ago Leon
Trotsky, who together with Lenin led
the Russian Revolution of 1917, wrote
about the trade unions in this period of
decaying capitalism and imperialist
wars: "They can no longer be reformist,
because the objective conditions leave
no room for any serious and lasting
reforms." How true this is today when
the labor reformists, who yesterday only
called for "more," now are working
overtime to force the ranks to accept
less, literally taking money from UAW
members' pockets to give to the bosses'
profits; when wrecking balls are tearing
down factories in Detroit while Fraser
sits complacently on the Chrysler board
of directors.

Trade-union reformism, which ac
cepts the capitalist profit system, is
shown to be utterly bankrupt when
profits are falling. As Trotsky wrote:

continued on page 10
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